®
Durable Decking & Railing Systems

It’s Your Choice. We Just Make It Easier.

A deck that can
weather any weather.
Do it once. Do it right. Do it DuraLife.

Nature knows how to deliver a beating.
DuraLife Decking is built
to weather any weather.
All winter long, howling winds rattle the windows and shake the trees. Snow and ice billow
and spit. In summer, the long, bright days are lit with hot sun, book-ended with golden
light, chill, fog, pounding showers and flashing lightning. And you’ll have peace of mind
knowing that your DuraLife decking is made to weather the weather— sun, snow, ice, rain
and wind. Every DuraLife product is field tested, in house laboratory tested and third party
tested to ensure the exceptional durability and performance.

DuraLife decking is designed to stand up to the harshest weather conditions.
Unmatched in strength and durability, DuraLife’s Poly-Pro Advantage™ outperforms
other composites and PVC decking products, ensuring that DuraLife decking resists
fading or staining, while minimizing contracting and expanding. And, our Step-Clip ® Hidden
Fastening System makes installation easy and reduces install time by up to 50%.

Get ready to weather any weather, with DuraLife composite decking. Order free samples,
delivered straight to your door: DuraLifeDecking.com/Samples.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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DuraLife’s

Poly-Pro Advantage

™

A unique polypropylene & hardwood composite that
outperforms other composite & PVC decking products
• Unmatched Strength: DuraLife decking minimizes sagging & flex
between joists; improves overall aesthetics and structural integrity.

• Safe & Stable: More solid under foot for added safety;
less slippery, even when wet.

• Stain & Fade Resistant: Co-extruded polypropylene outer shell
resists everyday spills and normal wear & tear. UV inhibitors provide
added color retention.

• Mold & Mildew Resistant: Resistance to mold & mildew growth;
improves aesthetics and safety, requires little maintenance.

• Moisture & Thermal Resistant: Excellent moisture and thermal
resistance; minimizes problems commonly associated with expansion
and contraction.

• The Colors You Want: Available in an array of beautiful colors;

No stains, no marks.
DuraLife’s unique protective
film keeps deck boards
clean and protected during
shipment and storage.

allows you to customize your own outdoor living environment.

DuraLife Outperforms
the Competition
A deck board’s Modulus of Elasticity
(MOE) and Modulus of Rupture (MOR)

DuraLife’s PolyPro Advantage
DuraLife’s Unique Polypropylene & Hardwood Composite
Outperforms Other Composite & PVC Decking Products.

are good indicators of its ultimate

E L A S T I CI T Y ( P S I )
Regular PVC Decking 195,000
Regular PE Decking

500,000
700,000

DuraLife PP Decking

performance and resistance to flex or
sagging between joists. The higher the
value, the better its performance.

*Data reflects actual DuraLife™ Siesta
decking test results and an aggregate
of other manufacturers’ published data.

R UP T UR E ( P S I )
Regular PVC Decking

3,800

Regular PE Decking

3,800

DuraLife PP Decking

5,000

Color: Brazilian Cherry NOTE: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color
variations within these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see actual samples.
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Color: Garapa Gray
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Find the deck that fits your life with
the DuraLife Your Choice Program.
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YOUR deck, your choice.
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A deck is more than a deck —it’s a staging ground for fun, laughter, and memories.
So whether you use your deck for grilling, soaking up the sun, reading, dining,
playing, partying— or all of the above—you need a deck that delivers. Here are
three easy steps to achieve your deck design goals:

1

2

3

Pick your

Pick your

Pick your

DECKING
COLOR

DECKING
PROFILE

DECK
RAILING

Choose a color to

Choose a deck

Choose a railing

achieve your desired

profile to achieve the

system to complement

deck aesthetics.

performance you

your deck and complete

A variety of Variegated

desire. Select from

your deck design.

and Non-Variegated

our Starter™, MVP™ or

Merrimack™, Nantucket™,

color options are

Siesta™ Collections

and Rockport™ railing

available.

for the performance

systems add beauty,

level you need at

individuality, and

the price you want.

safety to any design.

The decking for people who love to live outside.
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Color: Brazilian Cherry NOTE: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color
variations within these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see actual samples.
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1 Pick your COLOR.

Inspired by nature
HARDWOODS COLLECTION
™

There’s something about the warm, natural appearance
of beautifully finished hardwood that invites the eye and
fires the imagination. The Hardwoods Collection’s
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ensures the hardwood glow of your decking

e

ColorLock ™ Multi-Layered Finishing System
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is durable and highly resistant to stains and fading.
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GOLDEN TEAK

B R A Z I L I A N C H E R RY

T R O P I C A L WA L N U T

G A R A PA G R AY

DuraLifeDecking.com

Color: Tropical Walnut NOTE: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color
variations within these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see actual samples.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Pick your COLOR. 1

Natural earth tones
LANDSCAPES COLLECTION
™

The relaxing earth tones featured in our eco-friendly
Landscapes Collection complement any outdoor living
space. The DuraLife ColorLock ™ Finishing System
ensures that your decking will stand the test of

Color: Coastal Grey NOTE: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color
variations within these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see actual samples.

v
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PEBBLE

MAHOGANY

C O A S TA L G R E Y

S L AT E
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vibrant for many years to come.
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2 Pick your PROFILE.
Choose from our Starter™, MVP™ or Siesta™ profiles to meet your specific requirements
for design, performance and value. All three collections are made from the same durable
material, offering different levels of performance, value, and function. All of our decking
profiles are available in any of our eight Hardwoods or Landscapes colors.

Premium quality decking for ultimate performance
and durability, available in DuraLife™ Landscapes™ and Hardwoods™
Collections. Rated the top performing composite decking product
by the leading consumer advocate publication in the U.S.

High performance decking at a maximum
value. Made from the same durable composite material as
our DuraLife Siesta Profile decking, DuraLife MVP is the
choice for value-conscious homeowners looking for beautiful,
low-maintenance decking at an affordable price.

Create a stunning border with DuraLife Starter
Decking. The Starter Profile works together with our Siesta
and MVP Profiles to hide the exposed edges of perimeter
deck boards and stair treads, creating a clean, professional
appearance.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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DuraLife deck board end caps provide a finished
edge appearance when a picture frame decking
installation technique is not employed. Fits all
DuraLife Decking profiles. Great for stair treads!

e

DuraLife Color Matched Deck Board End Caps
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Color: Golden Teak NOTE: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color
variations within these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see actual samples.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Hidden Fastening Systems
THREE easy-to-install systems designed for your DuraLife Decking
1 DuraLife Step-Clip

®

A clean and beautiful look

system reduces deck installation time by

Strong, durable, and easy to install, the

up to 50%. No spacing, extra measuring,

Fastenator Hidden Fastening System

or grabbing for fasteners, and less time

provides a stable, barefoot-friendly surface

bending up and down.

and improves the aesthetic appeal of the

• Easier: Spend less time on your hands and
knees during deck board installation compared
to traditional methods.
• Efficient: Decking can be laid out in advance
to ensure that decking appearance is pleasing
to the homeowner, and the contractor can install
special cut boards around posts and other
obstructions after all other boards are in place.

deck. Great for all traditional decking
installation methods including angled or
herringbone deck patterns and stair treads.

3

DuraLife Cortex Plugs
®

The best way to hide and blend colors when using
a traditional face-screw installation method. Perfect for
Starter profile boards and stair treads. The DuraLife Cortex
Hidden Fastening System is designed for traditional

• No Joist Protection Tape:
The strip protects the top of the joist from
water damage,
rot and decay.

boards. For use with Siesta and Starter profiles only.

capped composite deck surfaces and includes eight
standard colors that perfectly match DuraLife decking

EASY three-step process:

• No Special

Tools:

Watch the video here:
duralifedecking.com/resources/installation/

DuraLifeDecking.com

™

• Easy to Replace: If a deck board should
be damaged, Step-Clip makes replacing
damaged boards significantly easier.

Install interlocking
strips along joist
with a nail gun
or hammer.

13

DuraLife Fastenator

It’s a Snap! The patent pending Step-Clip

• Faster: Step-Clip reduces decking
installation time by up to 50%.

Most Innovative:

2

A

B

C

DRILL

SET

PLUG

®

Cortex is a registered trademark of OMG, Inc.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Spec Sheet: Decking & Fascia Choices
DuraLife Decking Profile Options
DuraLife Siesta
Profile

Docks & Boardwalks
Rugged marine-grade planking stands up to any weather
DuraLife™ Dock & Boardwalk planks feature capped composite technology protection. It’s the first dock plank
with a unique, co-extruded layer that provides added resistance to mold, mildew, stains, weather, wear, and
fading. The heavy-duty profile spans 24 inches and is designed for both commercial and residential marine
applications. DuraLife Dock planks are rugged and feel very stable.

• They contain no harmful chemicals to leach into the water.
• Manufactured using recycled materials—
eligible for LEED - based projects.
®

• Proven co-extruded, capped surface protection
on all four sides.

5.5” x

”

1.125

DuraLife MVP
Profile

DuraLife Starter
Profile

Profile Type

Siesta: Grooved

MVP: Grooved

Starter: Grooved & Square Edge

Square Edge

Material

Polypropylene &
Hardwood Composite

Polypropylene &
Hardwood Composite

Polypropylene &
Hardwood Composite

Polypropylene &
Hardwood Composite

Capped Surface

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Available Lengths

12,16, 20 ft.

12,16, 20 ft.

16, 20 ft.

16, 20 ft.

Dimensions

0.9” thick x 5.5” wide

0.9” thick x 5.5” wide

0.9” thick x 5.5” wide

0.9” thick x 5.5” wide

Weight

2.16 lbs / lf.

1.60 lbs. / lf.

2.16 lbs / lf.

2.16 lbs / lf.

Joist Span

20” on-center (90°)
16” on-center (45°)

16” on-center (90°)
12” on-center (45°)

20” on-center (90°)
16” on-center (45°)

20” on-center (90°)
16” on-center (45°)

Stair Tread Span

12” on-center

8” on-center

12” on-center

12” on-center

Colors

8 colors

8 colors

8 colors

8 colors

Warranty

25-year - including
stain & fade

25-year - including
stain & fade

25-year - including
stain & fade

25-year - including
stain & fade

Grain (Hot Roll Emboss)

Straight & Wood Grain

Straight & Wood Grain

Straight & Wood Grain

Straight & Wood Grain

Fastening System

Step-Clip®
Fastenator ®
Cortex® Plugs

Step-Clip®
Fastenator ®

Step-Clip®
Fastenator ®
Cortex® Plugs

Cortex® Plugs & color
matched capped
composite deck screws

Deck Unit Size

48 boards

48 boards

24 boards

24 boards

Fascia & Riser Boards
Profile

Dimensions		

Length

Unit Size

Colors

Fascia

11-1/2” width x 1/2” thick

12 ft.

24 boards

All decking colors plus White

Riser

7-1/2” width x 1/2” thick

12 ft.

24 boards

All decking colors plus White

• Deeply embossed wood grain that has excellent traction,
even when wet.

• Available in Coastal Grey. Additional colors
(see Landscapes colors) are available for larger projects.

• 16-ft. standard length. Custom lengths are available for
larger projects.

Dimensional Composite Lumber
Profile

Actual Dimensions

2x4
1-3/8” x 3-1/2”		
					

Length

Uses

Colors

16 ft.

Railing, fencing &
custom projects

4 Landscape colors
®
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DuraLife Square
Edge Profile

Cortex is a registered trademark of OMG, Inc.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Millwork quality, cellular

3 Pick your RAILING.

PVC formulation and beautiful,
enduring design with an

THREE RAILING SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

aluminum reinforced core.

Choose one of our stylish and durable railing systems. DuraLife offers three dynamic railing
systems to suit your preference for aesthetics, material, and price. Rockport™ offers beautiful
design lines, simple assembly, and paintable matte white railings. The all new Merrimack™ and
Nantucket™ systems provide the option to use DuraLife composite deck boards as the top rail,
opening a range of great design possibilities. The Nantucket system’s powder-coated aluminum
has been tested to resist over 10,000 hours of salt spray testing, making it ideal for coastal
locations. And all DuraLife Railing Systems include a limited residential lifetime warranty on
staining and fading.

ROCKPORT RAILING FEATURES:
• Extruded cellular PVC with an aluminum reinforced core
Meets residential and commercial structural code requirements
for level rail spans up to 10 ft.

• Hidden stainless steel mounting hardware
to provide superior strength and a clean aesthetic appeal

• Paintable for custom colors
• Matching post caps & collars
• Available in a variety of lengths
Available in 6-ft., 8-ft. and 10-ft. level rail kits and 6-ft.
and 8-ft. stair rail kits

• 36” and 42” level rail heights
• Custom radius railing option

Aluminum Reinforced Core

LIMITED

REST EASY knowing that your Rockport Railing is made with high quality materials that

WARRANTY

will stand the test of time and is backed by an industry leading limited Lifetime Warranty.

LIFETIME

17

Hidden Mounting Hardware and

DuraLifeDecking.com
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ACCESSORIES

Finish your railing in style
Rockport Gate
Reinforced with aluminum inserts,
Rockport gates are available as a
custom order for 32”, 36”, and 42”
wide openings, 36” and 42” rail
heights. Hardware is sold separately.

Our post caps and collars accent or match your railing for consistent, superior
aesthetics and years of enjoyment. Choose pyramid or flat post caps and pyramid
style collars that feature a matte white finish.

Pyramid Style Post Collars

Pyramid Style Post Caps

Rockport Cable-Ready
Railing Components

Rockport Decorative Inserts
Add an outdoor
accent to
your railing
Decorative Inserts
add privacy and style
to your outdoor living
environment with a
selection of decorative
screen inserts designed
and built to weather
any weather.

Want to add cable railing?
No problem. Pre-drilled end, corner and
intermediate post sleeves make it easy.
Chippendale 1
36 inch

DuraLifeDecking.com

Chippendale 2
36 inch

Square Web
36 inch

Prairie
36 inch

Easy Installation
The Rockport Rail Assembly
Jig simplifies installation and
reduces assembly time and
labor costs.

Chippendale 1
42 inch

19

Rockport Flat Caps

Chippendale 2
42 inch

Square Web
42 inch

Prairie
42 inch

DuraLifeDecking.com
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DuraLife Merrimack Railing is

Pick your RAILING. 3

made from an engineered PVC
composite material that won’t
absorb moisture and reduces the
rattles and squeaks commonly
associated with vinyl railing.

Merrimack Railings offer attractive options like hidden bracket hardware, LED lighting and
composite deck boards for the top rail, creating a handy, flat top rail perfect for entertaining.

MERRIMACK RAILING FEATURES:
• Design & quality
• Deck board top rail option
• Resin-based core features no wood
• Contoured rail design with
architectural details

• Hidden bracket hardware

stems

It’s Your Choice. We Just Make It Easier.

PVC Composite Railing

• Classic white finish
• Matching post tops,
including LED lighting

• 6’, 8’ and 10’ level rail kit lengths

Add a deck board top to match your
DuraLife decking color.

• 6’ and 8’ stair rail kit lengths
• 36” and 42” level rail heights
• 1- 3/8” (white) square
PVC or ¾” (black) round
aluminum balusters

ck

TM

• Multiple post options available

iling

including 4x4, 5x5, & 6x6.

System from DuraLife

• ADA handrail option available

etails
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REST EASY knowing that your Merrimack Railing is made with high quality

Innovative dovetail, level rail brackets and collars
allow you to simply slide an assembled rail section onto
adjacent posts without any unsightly mounting hardware.
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DuraLife Merrimack Railing System
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ACCESSORIES

Brackets

Structural Posts

Ready for entertaining
The Merrimack deck board
adapter fits on top of the rail
and allows for the addition
of a DuraLife deck board.
The perfect solution for
resting drinks or plates while
entertaining friends and
family on your deck!

Merrimack Gate Kit
Build a gate with our gate kit –
including everything you need
to build our matching gate
with Merrimack Level Rail Kit
(purchased separately).
Swivel and
Stair Brackets

Hand Rail

Post Accessories

Flat Post Top

Heritage Post Top

Thru / Fascia
Mount

New England Post Top

Kindle Solar Post Top

4” Elite Post Top

6” Elite Post Top

Contemporary Post Top

Contemporary Solar Post Top

ADA Vinyl Hand Rail
is a code compliant
secondary hand rail to be
installed in addition to a
primary railing installation
on stairs and ramps.

Flush
Mount

LINEALS

HAND RAIL
JOINERS

HAND RAIL
ACCESSORIES

Vinyl Clad
Aluminum Hand Rail

Adjustable and
Straight Joiners

Joint Ring

180° Return Loop

90° Corner

End Cap

MOUNTING BRACKETS

3.5” to 6.5” 4-Piece
Adjustable Base Trim

23
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Heritage
Base Trim

Paintable Round
Column Adapters

Mounting
Bracket

Inside Corner
Mounting Bracket

90° Post
Return

Straight
Wall Return

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Classic styling, durable finish,

3 Pick your RAILING.

and ease of installation make
our Nantucket Railing a perfect
choice for any application.

Made of powder-coated aluminum, the new Nantucket Railing System pairs beautifully
with more contemporary and high-end architecturally designed homes. To ensure durability,
especially in seacoast installations, Nantucket has been tested to withstand salt spray up
to 10,000 hours. Nantucket also provides the option to use DuraLife composite deck boards
as the top rail, opening a range of great design possibilities.

NANTUCKET RAILING FEATURES:
• Powder-coated aluminum finish tested
to over 10,000 hours of salt spray

• Patented locking strip secures rails
to balusters with no screws

• Architectural-styled flat top drink

Durable Decking & Railing Systems

It’s Your Choice. We Just Make It Easier.

service rail design

• Matte black, matte bronze,

PVC Composite Railing

New From DuraLife!

white color options

• Factory assembled surface
Durable and strong, Nantucket is
a great choice for both residential
and commercial applications and
its patented locking strip system
makes it quick and easy to install.

mount post

• Matching pyramid-style
post cap and collar

• 6’ and 8’ level rail kit lengths
• 6’ and 8’ stair rail kit lengths

Merrimack

TM

• 36” and 42” level rail heights

Railing

• ¾” square balusters
Introducing the Merrimack Railing System from DuraLife

e

REST EASY knowing that your Nantucket Railing is made with high quality
e

v

DuraLifeDecking.com

Resin based core features no wood
Contoured rail design with architectural details
Hidden bracket hardware
Classic white finish
Matching post tops, including LED lighted
6’, 8’, and 10’ level rail kit lengths
6’ and 8’ stair rail kit lengths
36” and 42” rail heights
Deck board top option
1 3⁄8” square or 3/4” round aluminum balusters

Fi
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DuraLife Merrimack Railing System
www.DuraLifeDecking.com
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ACCESSORIES

Nantucket Gate Kit

Brackets

Our gate kit includes everything you
need to build our matching gate –
2 uprights, cross braces, and
hardware (2 hinges, 1 latch).
Rail kit sold separately.
• Matte Black
• Matte Bronze
• White
Level Rail Bracket

Stair Bracket

Post and Mounting Kits

Not a screw in sight.

Angle Bracket

LED post and railing lighting

This unique design eliminates the
need for screws which can become
rusty and loose over time.

Standard Post Collar and
Post Mounting Plate

Rail-to-Post
Brackets

Deck Board Adapter

It’s a lock!
The innovative locking strip uses
a patented installation system
which locks the balusters and rails
together from the inside out.

27
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Hand Rail
Our aluminum hand rail is the perfect
solution where an ADA compliant,
graspable metal handrail is required
for stairs and ramps.

DuraLifeDecking.com
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LED Lighting
Instant Ambiance
Light the way to a perfect evening with integrated LED lighting
When the sun goes down, it’s time to set the mood! LED lighting offers various options to light up
your night—from lighted post tops to under-rail lighting to create the perfect evening atmosphere
for your outdoor living space. Powered by a 50-watt transformer that offers a solar cell for automatic
power-on at dusk and dimming so you can control how bright your deck lighting shines. Make your
outdoor space something really special.

Flush Deck Light

LED Light Channel
(92” Length)

Dome Light

50 W Transformer

Contemporary LED
Post Top

Stair / Side Light

New England
LED Post Cap

Electrical Lighting Wire
(2’, 5’, 7’ or 9’)

Bluetooth Transformer
allows lighting to be
controlled with your
smartphone!

29
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2-Way Splitter

5-Way Splitter

Under-Rail LED
Lighting (92” Length)

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Decorative Panels
• Outdoor Accents, Decorative Screen Panels and Frame Kits Add privacy and style
to your outdoor living environment with a selection of decorative screen panels designed and
built to weather any weather.

• Unique Composition A durable textured matte finish and double the thickness make
Decorative Screen Panels a sturdy yet elegant alternative to traditional lattice. Low thermal
expansion and contraction means they stand up to any weather.

Celtic

Boardwalk

Bungalow

Fretwork

Morse

Sprig

• Frame Kits Frame kits make it easy to install panels up to three panels high, and posts can
be used as end or mid posts for custom configurations. Durable powder-coated aluminum
frames can be surface mounted, are easy to install, and come in satin black.

• Design Versatility 2’ x 4’ Decorative Screen Panels can be installed horizontally to finish
the base of a deck, hung vertically for stylish privacy, or installed with our new frame kits to
create a privacy screen on your deck, porch or patio.

• Unique Designs Express yourself! Decorative screen panels are available in six unique
designs ranging from organic to modern so you can find the one that suits your style.

Celtic

Boardwalk

Bungalow

Fretwork

Morse

Sprig

Bungalow and Boardwalk designs

COLOR OPTIONS:

feature new Lifetexture, providing
a subtle 3D look and feel that pleases
the eye and adds dimension.
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White

Clay

Greige

Saddle

Brazilian
Walnut

Black

DuraLifeDecking.com
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Lattice Panels
Outdoor Accents
Decorative lattice is the perfect deck accent that can add beauty and privacy to any
outdoor environment. Made of heavy-duty, durable plastic, lattice resists warping,
rot and splitting and needs no sanding, staining, or painting to maintain its appearance.
Available in three design patterns and multiple color options.

Classic Diamond

Privacy Diamond

Privacy Square

COLOR OPTIONS:

White

Woodland
Green

Sierra
Cedar

Redwood

Wicker

Brazilian
Walnut

Nantucket
Gray

Better
Than
Treated

Black

Lattice comes in a
variety of colors and
designs to accent and
complement your
outdoor living space.
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Lattice Divider

Lattice Cap

Color Matched,
Stainless Steel
Screws

DuraLifeDecking.com
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It ’s your choice.
We just make it easier.
Color: Garapa Gray

Experience the DuraLife Difference.
Order your composite decking and railing samples and we’ll ship them right to your door.

Need Additional Information?
Visit DuraLifeDecking.com or call 800-866-8101

®

for additional tools & technical information.
Durable Decking & Railing Systems

It’s Your Choice. We Just Make It Easier.

Do it once. Do it right. Do it DuraLife.

Proudly Made in the U.S.A.
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